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This guide provides tips and strategies for completing the Ragefire Chasm dungeon in WoW Classic. The guide covers everything you need before and during the dungeon, including missions to complete the interior, boss strategies, and loot associated with Ragefire Chasm. Looking for more classic
dungeon guides? Check out more guides in the Guide Navigation section! Ragefire Chasm is a level 13-18 dungeon located in the Horde capital, Orgrimmar, in The Classic WoW. The instance portal lies deep in the shadow slit. Due to its low level of requirements, direct progression path, and elemental
mechanics, RFC is widely regarded as the easiest dungeon in the game. According to Patch 1.12, groups of up to 10 players can enter Ragefire Chasm together, although 5 is considered a typical group size. Getting to Ragefire Chasm as an Alliance is extremely difficult, as it is in the middle of



Orgrimmar. Most players probably won't see the value of traveling there at such a low level. However, if you are really persistent and as a good challenge, take the boat to Ratchet and run towards the northeast end of Northern Barrens to find the west entrance of Orgrimmar. It's a less populated entrance
and probably better than going through the main gates. West entrance to OrgrimmarOnce outside the west entrance of Orgrimmar, remove all your armor and corpse run in the shadow slit until you can safely zone the instance. Enter Ragefire ChasmAs for Horde, simply travel to the Shadow Slit inside
Orgrimmar and search for the instance portal to zone. Dungeons are usually completed with five players, comprising the following roles: A tank to maintain the threat, absorb damage, and prevent enemy mobs from killing the DPS and healer. Usually a tank warrior equip a shield and use suitable threat-
generatig skills like . Check out our Tank Warrior Rotation Council if you want to tank a dungeon for your group and get acquainted with important skills. Three DPS: All classes can try DPS, but the most popular DPS while the leveling is Wizard, Warrior, Rogue, Warlock and Hunter. Hybrids can DPS, but
they will usually end up healing. A healer to keep the party alive, and resurrect dead players. Usually a healing priest due to his versatile healing kit and upgrades like , but Druids, Paladins, and Shaman can also heal. Being somewhere between levels 13-18, most skills are still quite unique to each class,
so you'll benefit from having variety in your group. You'll want a warrior as the first choice for a tank, but a druid in Bear or even a shaman with a shield can tank Ragefire Chasm.Druid, Priest &amp; Shaman can heal and Wizard is always useful for Polymorph.Oggleflint is an elite level 16 trogg located in
the small cave to the right of the great trogg room. SkillsStrategyOggleflint is flanked by 2 troggs in your room. Make sure CC at least one trogg before getting involved. Allow your tank to collect the remaining add and Oggleflint face away from the group (cut). All dps should work to push down the addition
first as before switching to Oggleflint. Be sure to kill the CC'ed add once the boss and first addition are dead. LootTaragaman the Hungerer is an elite Level 16 demon located in the center of the X in the second last room of the dungeon. SkillsStrategyTaragaman is parked in the middle of a platform
surrounded by lava. Have your tank pull it off the edges of the platform so Uppercut doesn't take it down from the platform. Make sure your range is in the maximum range for Fire Nova to deal minimal damage. The rest of the fight is a basic tank and a spank. LootCrystalline CuffsSubterranean
CapeCursed FelbladeJergosh the Invoker is a level 16 orc sorcerer located in the RFC final room. SkillsMemolate Weakness CourseStrategyLike Oggleflint, Jergosh is flanked by two mobs. One of the mobs should be CC'ed while the other concentrates before the transition to Jergosh. Launch Immolate
and Curse of Weakness which can be a problem for tanks trying to gain threat and intense in healers, but overall this is a simple and straightforward fight. Evocation LootCavedweller BracersRobeThe BladeBazzalan screwdriver is an elite Satyr level 16 located on the top ramp towards the end of the
RFC. SkillsSinister StrikeDeadly PoisonStrategyAs previous bosses in the dungeon, Bazzalan is flanked by 2 mobs. However, the mob to his left can be thrown without involving the boss, greatly reducing the difficulty of the fight. The other mob must be CC'ed while the group focuses on the boss, as it
deals significant damage from a single target and must be killed as soon as possible. Other than that, another tank and spank. LootThere are 5 unique Horde missions associated with the Abyss of Rage Fire: Each quest is broken down below along with its prerequisites (if applicable). Hidden Enemies is a
5-part quest chain that begins and ends with Thrall in Orgrimmar.In first step, Thrall asks you to remove a Lieutenant Badge from Burning Blade agents inside Skull Rock, just east of Orgrimmar. Once you've collected the Lieutenant's Badge and returned it to Thrall, he'll ask you to talk to Arnak Fireblade
in the Shadow Slit, who will have a dialogue option available to exhaust. Once you've exhausted the dialogue, return to Thrall to deliver the quest. It will take you the next step in the chain, Hidden Enemies, which requires all Ragefire Chasm and kill Bazzalan and Jergosh the Invoker.Bazzalan lies deep in
RFC and you can find the right ramp up before Jergosh. It is flanked by two additions, the right of which can be pulled without pulling Bazzalan himself. Jergosh the Summoner is located in the RFC final room. It is flanked by two additions, which can be CC'ed. I You bring at least one magician to
polymorphs and focus on the second before moving on to Jergosh.La mission will be labeled Complete when both bosses are killed. Faction: HordeLevel Required: 9Reward: Experience and MoneySing the Beast is collected from Arnak Fireblade in Orgrimmar and requires Taragaman the Hunger Heart
of Taragaman the Hungry to be plundered in RFC. Taragaman is located in the center of Route X before the chief's final hall. Apart from a recoil ability, it is a basic tank and whipping. The mission will be labeled Complete when the heart is looted. The Search for the Lost Satchel is a two-part mission
collected from Rahauro on the Elder Ascent of Thunder Bluff. The mission requires you to locate Maur Grimtotem within RFC. Maur is located in a small cave located to the right of the first trogg room. It is guarded by a mini-boss, Oggleflint, and 2 other elite troggs. Make sure CC one of the troggs before
the engagement, then focus the remaining trogg before killing Oggleflint and talking to Maur. Once you have delivered Part I of the mission to Maur, he will give you Part II, Returning the Lost Wallet. Return to Rahauro in Thunder Bluff to complete the quest and claim your reward. Faction: HordeLevel
Required: 9Rewards: Experience and money by tying the strength of an enemy are also collected from Rahauro in the Elder Rise of Thunder Bluff. The mission requires you to kill Ragefire Trogg and Ragefire Shaman in RFC. Both types of trogg are located in the first main room of the dungeon, as well
as in the surrounding corridors. The mission will be labeled Complete when 8 of each type of trogg has been killed. The power to destroy... it is collected from Varimathras in the underground city and requires it to plunder RFC Nether's shadow spells and enchantments. The volumes fall from Searing
Blade Cultist and Searing Blade Warlock in the second half of the dungeon. The quest will be labeled Complete once both volumes have been looted. That concludes my Classic WoW Ragefire Chasm Guide! If you are looking for more guides to help you on your classic trip, you can take a look at my
Youtube channel, www.youtube.com/tipsoutbaby. And for more classic WoW and vanilla content, you can check me out live on Twitch on www.twitch.tv/tipsoutbaby! Have a wonderful day, see you on Twitch, and as always... BABY TIPS!!! For other use, see Ragefire Chasm (disambirian). Ragefire
Chasm is an instance dungeon located in Orgrimmar. The entrance portal is in the Shadow Slit, next to Neeru Fireblade's store. The lava-filled abyss is home to many hostile troggs, and followers of the Burning Blade have also recently begun to snuff around Area. This is one of the shortest cases in the
game, and the easiest difficulty. For many players, this will be their first instance. See instance pooling instances for some helpful tips. The history beneath the city of Orgrimmar lies this fiery abyss. Recently, a clan of troggs known as Ragefire Troggs has begun to appear in the abyss, from deep in lava-
filled tunnels. Magatha Grimtotem of the Tauren people tried to make peace with these creatures, but was only greeted with hostility. It was clear that these troggs were not interested in diplomacy, and could potentially overwhelm the entire Horde if left unchecked. A sect of the mysterious Shadow Council
has also taken refuge in this abyss. This sect is known as the Burning Blade, and is led by Taragaman the Hunger, a criminal guard; Jergosh the Summoner, a powerful sorcerer; and Bazzalan, a satyr. From their dark hiding place, they plan to overthrow and destroy everything the Horde has built for
themselves in these lands. Official Description Ragefire Chasm consists of a network of volcanic caverns located below the new orcs capital, Orgrimmar. Recently, rumors have spread that a sect loyal to the council of the Demon Shadows has been astonished within the fiery depths of the Sesm. This
cult, known as the Burning Blade, threatens Durotar's very sovereignty. Many believe that the orc war chief, Thrall, is aware of the existence of the Blade and has chosen not to destroy it in the hope that its members can take it directly to the Shadow Council. Either way, the dark powers emanating from
Ragefire Chasm could undo everything the orcs have struggled to achieve. Horde War Chief Garrosh Hellscream believes a quick and brutal attack on sect lieutenants could serve as Orgrimmar's best defense. If not silenced, the dark powers emanating from Ragefire Chasm could undo everything the
orcs have struggled to achieve. [1] Grunts Maps of the Burning Blade Clan Along with the Deadmines, Ragefire Chasm is the lowest level instance in the game (recommended for players no higher than level 21). This instance is pretty much an easy experience and a good introduction to the instance
system for those who aren't familiar with it. Group selection The group you bring with you to chasm should not affect your ability to complete the instance. As long as you have a good batch of level players, there is little to stop you in this case. Definitely bring a healer along, however, as you will need to
make sure that the characters do not die. It is a long walk from the cemetery outside Orgrimmar to the Shadow slit. Keep in mind that all the mobs in the Ragefire abyss are elite and much more powerful than your average mob. Teamwork will be needed to to these enemies, which is key to any instance.
The Abyss After some initial elemental mobs, you will be forced to fight the troggs of the instance. These mobs should give you little difficulty. Just make sure you don't pull too many at the same time, or things might get hairy. By dealing with troggs you can through the instance to another batch of
elementary mobs. These enemies are quite easy if thrown away in small groups of 1 to 2. These mobs will release the sealing bindings necessary for elemental manipulation [15D]. Once treated, you can start working on the fight against the Leaf Cult Drymen. These peat groups usually come in 2 to 3
mob straps and will require coordination to deal effectively. Once you've cleared your way to the massive demon standing in the middle of the lava lake, you can take on one of the powerful bosses of this instance; Taragaman the Hungry. This boss is quite easy to deal with, and once you've effectively
interacted with a melee tank, DPS will take you down quickly. It hits harder than anything else on the instance, however, and has an uppercut that can hit you on other mobs or lava, as well as an Explosive Wave attack that has an annoying tendency to kill the getting too close Imp pets. Once killed, be
sure to plunder his heart to complete the mission. Once you finish fighting the demon, the next two objectives will be the leaders of the Burning Sword: Bazzalan and Jergosh the Summoner. Jergosh is located just in front of where Taragaman was, while Bazzalan is located by the adjacent walkway, just
above Jergosh. Both mobs are direct fights as long as you don't drag any additional enemies into the fray. Once they are killed, the instance has effectively terminated and can return to the input. Until you have run the instance in a marginal group, it should not have taken more than an hour. Not bad for
an instance with five missions and a large number of blue drops. Denizens Loot Achievements [Fire Snap] [Traffic Guild Race] quest guide Notes The Abyss of WrathFire was mostly an instance only of the Horde before the introduction of the Dungeon Finder; its location within a capital horde city made
the entrance anything but impossible for the appropriate Alliance characters for the level. Alliance players could remove all equipment to avoid having to repair and attempt ghosts toward the instance. Later, another way to access RFCs for sure was while you were doing the Battle for the City quest chain.
After completing the fate mission[74] Up Against Your Will the player was in a phased version of Orgrimmar that allowed full exploration without fear of harassment by NPCs or player characters. A later patch not only patched this patch, but also prevented fishing while in this phased version of Orgrimmar.
With the release of Patch 4.0.3a, the Battle for the Underground City has completely eliminated it. Patch Changes Patch 5.0.4 (2012-08-28): Redesigned. Patch 4.0.3a (2010-11-23): Elevated level from 13-16 to 15-21. Patch 1.3.0 (2005-03-07): Limited to ten players. Extended the spawn time of many of
the creatures in Ragefire Chasm. Characters who die in Ragefire Chasm AIDS portions will now correct correctly correctly correctly a corpse marker on the minimap and see the message letting them know they need to enter the instance before they can be resurrected. Patch 0.12 (2004-10-11): Now
available. References External links
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